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 In search of a space to create, ceramist Justine Lacoste and her 
husband Jean left the city for the countryside near Bordeaux, 

crafting a home-studio that is a haven of poetic calm 
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S Y LVA N  S T U D I O

this page A runner in ancient 
linen decorates the rustic dining 
table opposite The 18th-
century Saintonge fireplace 
warms Justine Lacoste and 
Jean Hay de Slade’s dining 
room. They found the vintage 
table and benches at a flea 
market, and the ceramic vases 
are from their Épure range
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this page A 19th-century 
mirror hangs above the 
fireplace and the rug is from 
IKEA opposite Their latest 
porcelain creations are 
displayed in the entrance. 
The curtains were hand-sewn 
in wool using the Japanese 
embroidery pattern, Sashiko

his was literally the only house the 
homeowners visited before they decided to 
buy.  ‘The first time we arrived we said: “It’s 
too out of the way, we could never live here!” 
Yet, as soon as we entered the courtyard we 
fell in love with the building. On discovering 

the kitchen, it was obvious, I had to live here,’ says Justine 
Lacoste-Hay de Slade, creator of Épure, unique porcelain 
objects hand-crafted by her and her husband Jean in the 
adjoining workshop.

In the Charente countryside, less than an hour away from 
Bordeaux in southwest France, their home was originally 
the outbuilding of a 17th century mansion that was used 
to house the staff. The house had recently been entirely 
renovated by the Labrouche family, antique dealers 
specialising in old materials. Restoration lovers, they have  
a gift for transforming a house, making it feel more 
authentic than it ever was. 

This one was renovated in the French countryside style, 
consistent with the building’s history and the regional 
architecture. The exterior walls were covered in Charente 
rubble stone, the courtyard paved with cobblestone and the 
kitchen floor laid with 17th-century terracotta tiles liberated 
from the local church. In the living room, an 18th-century 
Saintonge fireplace replaced the existing, rather plain, 
one. Materials, doors, lintels and second-hand decorative 
ornaments effortlessly blended in with the house, creating  
a modest, rustic ease. ‘It feels like everything was always 
here,’ explains the creator. All the couple had to do was 
unpack their belongings.

Justine and Jean decorated the interior in harmony with the location, 
in a bohemian countryside style. There are no contemporary or signed 
pieces, no mod-cons to distract from the simplicity of the rural setting. The 
restrained natural wooden furniture pieces are all aged, bearing the marks 
of years of use. ‘We went from 50 square metres to 180. The furniture from 
our flat looked lost here,’ says Jean. ‘We collected everything over time from 
nearby flea markets and car boot sales. We retrieved a lot of furniture and 
objects here and there, from family and friends.’

Like their ceramics, the couple’s home evokes simplicity, authenticity and 
the essential qualities of the objects themselves. Throughout the rooms, 
white walls complement the warm wooden floors and ceilings, with coarse 
rugs and throws in earthy tones adding texture in the living rooms and 
bedrooms. In the main bedroom, swathes of off-white fabric hang from 
the slanted ceiling like an unfurled parachute, while the guest bedroom 
is bathed in natural light from a skylight. The kitchen – in its layout, decor 
and furnishings – recalls its 17th-century origins and is cluttered in a way 
that feels lived in and comfortable. Amongst all this cream and wood, the 
bathroom comes as an unexpected pop of colour: turquoise walls, green-
blue mosaics and a profusion of indoor greenery. 

From the outside, this space looks like a medley of ramshackle buildings. 
But it is precisely this rundown realness which holds its charm. Once again 
a home, the tones and materials create a soft and refined atmosphere, in 
harmony with the couple’s poetic creations.  n

‘IT FEELS LIKE EVERYTHING 
WAS ALWAYS HERE, WE JUST 

HAD TO UNPACK OUR BAGS’
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this page and opposite 
The kitchen, characteristic of 
French farms with exposed 
ceiling beams, is paved in 
17th-century tiles from a local 
church. Justine built the sink 
unit with floorboards and 
scrapped zinc. The ceramic 
light fittings, pots and tableware 
are also by Épure 
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this page With a mix of natural 
shades and simple furniture, 
the living room feels poetic and 
refined. The coffee table was 
repurposed and the cushions 
are from Côte Pierres
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this page The pleated drapes 
hanging from the ceiling give 
this bedroom a romantic 
atmosphere. Old suitcases are 
used as bedside tables, and 
the pine console is homemade 

‘THE TONES AND MATERIAL CREATE  
A SOFT AND REFINED ATMOSPHERE’
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this page The ceramic 
workshop is housed in the 
barn. Each piece requires more 
than a weeks’ work between 
moulding, firing and drying 
opposite The building,  
a former outbuilding of a 17th-
century mansion, is located in 
the Charente countryside an 
hour away from Bordeaux

‘AS WE ENTERED THE COURTYARD WE FELL IN LOVE 
WITH THE BUILDING’
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